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Abstract

With recent advances in question-answering
models, various datasets have been collected
to improve and study the effectiveness of these
models on scientific texts. Questions and an-
swers in these datasets explore a scientific pa-
per by seeking factual information from the pa-
per’s content. However, these datasets do not
tackle the argumentative content of scientific
papers, which is of huge importance in persua-
siveness of a scientific discussion. We intro-
duce ArgSciChat, a dataset of 41 argumenta-
tive dialogues between scientists on 20 NLP
papers. The unique property of our dataset is
that it includes both exploratory and argumen-
tative questions and answers in a dialogue dis-
course on a scientific paper. Moreover, the size
of ArgSciChat demonstrates the difficulties in
collecting dialogues for specialized domains.
Thus, our dataset is a challenging resource
to evaluate dialogue agents in low-resource
domains, in which collecting training data is
costly. We annotate all sentences of dialogues
in ArgSciChat and analyze them extensively.
The results confirm that dialogues in ArgSci-
Chat include exploratory and argumentative in-
teractions. Furthermore, we use our dataset to
fine-tune and evaluate a pre-trained document-
grounded dialogue agent. The agent achieves
a low performance on our dataset, motivating
a need for dialogue agents with a capability to
reason and argue about their answers. We pub-
licly release ArgSciChat1.

1 Introduction

The enormous and ever-growing number of scien-
tific papers (Munroe, 2013; Ronzano and Saggion,
2015) make scientific text processing imperative. A
considerable body of research in NLP is dedicated
to developing methods to provide insights from

∗Work done while conducting an internship at UKP Lab.
†Work done while being a postdoc at UKP Lab.

1https://github.com/UKPLab/
acl2023-argscichat

such texts (Beltagy et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021;
Wadden et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2021; Parveen
et al., 2016; Mysore et al., 2022). Recent advances
in Question-Answering (QA) models made them
a great asset in accessing the content of scientific
papers (Dasigi et al., 2021). To develop and evalu-
ate such QA models, various datasets (Section 2)
have been collected (Dasigi et al., 2021; Pampari
et al., 2018; Pappas et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2019;
Tsatsaronis et al., 2015; Krallinger et al., 2020).
For each scientific paper in these datasets, a set of
questions with the exploratory intention is defined.
These questions explore the content of the paper
by seeking factual information. Thus, answers in
these datasets are mainly limited to yes/no, named
entities, or extracted from the text of the paper.

Scientific answers should be explained with ar-
gumentation to be persuasive (Gilbert, 1977). If an
answer is not persuasive, it might need an argumen-
tation to be well understood. To build models with
the ability to argue about a scientific fact motivates
a vital need for a dataset of scientific argumentative
dialogues. A scientific argumentative dialogue in-
cludes interactions with both exploratory, EXP, and
argumentative, ARG, intents. EXP intents address
factual information and ARG intents aim at the ar-
gumentative content of a paper. Collecting such a
dataset is challenging for two reasons. First, while
there are linguistic theories about argumentative
dialogues (Walton, 2008; Walton and Macagno,
2007); there is no intent set for collecting argu-
mentative questions and answers in the scientific
domain. Second, discussions in a scientist domain
(and an expert domain in a broader perspective)
need specialized domain expertise. So, the pro-
cess of incentivizing scientists and aligning them
to chat about a paper should be optimized for scien-
tists. Thus, off-the-shelf crowdsourcing platforms,
which are applied for data collection in generic do-
mains using crowd subjects, hardly are applicable
for our goals in this paper.
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Figure 1: An example dialogue from our ArgSciChat dataset. Rationales {R1, . . . , R6} are highlighted in the
scientific paper. Dialogue partners alternate between exploratory (EXP) and argumentative (ARG) intents.

In this work, we introduce ArgSciChat, the first
dataset of text-based argumentative dialogues on
NLP papers (Section 3). Figure 1 shows an exam-
ple dialogue from our dataset. Dialogues are in
English and conducted synchronously by subjects
who are NLP scientists. Each dialogue is about a
single paper. Each subject plays a different role in
the dialogue. E is the expert on the research pre-
sented in the paper, and P (for proponent) is the
subject aiming to learn about the scientific paper
by posing questions to the expert. Importantly, E
and P argue about the factual content of the paper
and each other’s opinion based on rationale, R, se-
lected from the paper. To collect ArgSciChat, we
define a set of intent classes for interactions (i.e.,
questions and answers). These intents address ex-
ploratory and argumentative interactions. We also
develop a new dialogue collection tool in which
we account for scientist’ preferences during the
dialogue collection process by allowing them to
choose a paper to chat about.

To put our dataset in context, we compare (Sec-
tion 4) it with three recent document-grounded
QA datasets, i.e., CoQA (Reddy et al., 2019),
QuAC (Choi et al., 2018) and Doc2Dial (Feng et al.,
2020). We then evaluate the diversity of dialogues
in our dataset. Finally, we use our dataset to fine-
tune and evaluate LED (Beltagy et al., 2020), a

pre-trained dialogue agent for answering questions
about a long text in generic domains. The goal of
this experiment is to study the difficulty level of our
dataset for current dialogue systems. Our results
(Section 5) confirm the difficulty of our dataset.
Our main contributions are (1) a challenging scien-
tific argumentative dialogue dataset on NLP papers,
(2) a new set of intent classes for interactions in
argumentative dialogues, (3) a new tool for collect-
ing dialogues between scientists. We hope that our
contributions pave the way for building human-like
dialogue agents in scientific domains. These agents
should foster our access to the factual content of sci-
entific papers by answering our questions and also
scientifically arguing about the paper’s content.

2 Related Work

While the problem of distinguishing between opin-
ionated and factual content is not new (Yu and
Hatzivassiloglou, 2003; Kang et al., 2018; Hua
et al., 2019; Cheng et al., 2020), there is no dataset
consisting of dialogues with both exploratory
(EXP) and argumentative (ARG) interactions in
a scientific domain. The most similar datasets to
ours deal with QA tasks on scientific papers (Dasigi
et al., 2021; Pampari et al., 2018; Pappas et al.,
2018, 2020; Jin et al., 2019; Welbl et al., 2018;
Tsatsaronis et al., 2015; Krallinger et al., 2020).
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Intent Definition Example

Exploratory (EXP)
Ask Info (AI) A question to seek factual information from

a paper.
What data set is used to train a classifier?

Give Info (GI) An answer to give factual information. We consider the Partial Latin Square completion problem.
Switch Topic (ST) A request or proposal to shift the topic. Which intent would you like to know more about?

Argumentative (ARG)
Ask Opinion (AO) A question to ask about opinion. Which do you think is the strongest point of your approach?
Give Opinion (GO) An answer to provide an opinion. It is interesting that such simple techniques help.

Table 1: We define five intent classes for questions and answers in a scientific argumentative dialogue. EXP intents
are about factual information and ARG intents are about argumentative content of a paper.

These datasets include interactions with EXP in-
tents and lack ARG interactions. Moreover, ques-
tions in these datasets weakly link to each other
to resemble a dialogue. In contrast, ArgSciChat
consists of coherent dialogues with both EXP and
ARG interactions. Answers in the aforementioned
QA datasets are limited to named entities extracted
from a paper’s content. Conversely, dialogues in
ArgSciChat are exclusively in a free-form text, a vi-
tal property of human-like dialogues (Reddy et al.,
2019).

While there are many dialogue datasets (see the
survey provided by Serban et al. (2018)) in generic
domains, there are a few datasets that contain di-
alogues grounded on (non-scientific) documents,
e.g., Wikipedia. These dialogues are conducted by
non-expert crowd subjects. In particular, we refer
to CoQA (Reddy et al., 2019), QuAC (Choi et al.,
2018), and Doc2Dial (Feng et al., 2020). Our work
differs from these datasets in two ways. First, dia-
logues in our dataset are grounded on scientific pa-
pers , which follow a specific argumentative struc-
ture (Gilbert, 1976, 1977) and include exploratory
and argumentative interactions. The other datasets,
only include exploratory interactions on generic
texts. Second, unlike the other datasets, dialogues
in our dataset happen between scientists. It is chal-
lenging to collect synchronous dialogues between
scientists given their limited time budget.

The theory of argumentative dialogues was ad-
dressed many years ago (Walton and Macagno,
2007). The arguably most prominent argumen-
tative dialogue system is the IBM project debater
(Slonim et al., 2021), which debates different top-
ics. The utilized retrieval engine and dataset of this
system are not available to the public which hin-
ders its application in scientific domains. There are
also other argumentative datasets under dialogue
settings (Lawrence and Reed, 2019; Fazzinga et al.,
2021) for various domains such as political debates

(Mestre et al., 2021) and online rebuttals (Orbach
et al., 2019). Unlike these datasets, ArgSciChat in-
cludes scientific argumentative dialogues where the
arguments are grounded in the content of scientific
papers.

3 Methodology

Our goal is to collect synchronous argumentative
dialogues about the content of scientific papers.
These dialogues should include EXP and ARG in-
teractions (i.e., questions and answers) between
scientists. Thus, we begin with defining a set of in-
tents for interactions in scientific argumentative di-
alogues. We then introduce our dialogue collection
methodology and a tool to collect such dialogues.

3.1 Defined Intent Set
There are no intent sets for collecting scientific ar-
gumentative dialogues. Thus, we define a set of
intents for interactions in such dialogues by taking
inspiration from a fundamental theory proposed
by Walton (2008). It is worth noting that Walton
(2008) defines various types of interactions in argu-
mentative dialogues. By taking into account their
goals, only two types of interactions are relevant to
scientific dialogues: information-seeking to extract
information and persuasion to discuss the claims of
a scientific paper. For example, We do not include
interaction types such as “personal attacks” and
“appeals to emotion” because scientific discussion
is supposed to be objective.

Formally, we define five intent classes for sci-
entific argumentative dialogues. Table 1 summa-
rizes the definitions of these intents and shows an
example for each intent class. We group these fine-
grained intent classes into the exploratory and argu-
mentative groups. The exploratory (EXP) intents
aim to seek or provide factual information. In par-
ticular, this group includes “Ask Info (AI)”, “Give
Info (GI)” and “Switch Topic (ST)”. The ST intent
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is needed to ensure the continuity in dialogues. The
argumentative (ARG) interactions aim to convey
persuasion about factual information. In particu-
lar, we define two intent classes in the EXP group:
“Ask Opinion (AO)” and “Give Opinion (GO)”. The
AO intent seeks the opinion of a dialogue partner.
In a scientific dialogue, it translates to asking for
scientific argumentation about some factual infor-
mation discussed in prior dialogue turns. In return,
the GO intent indicates dialogue sentences which
aim to answer questions that ask for argumentation.

3.2 Dialogue Formulation

To provide sufficient factual and argumentative
knowledge for conducting scientific argumentative
dialogue, we ground a dialogue in the content of a
scientific paper. Thus each dialogue is performed
between two human subjects on a scientific paper.
In each dialogue, each subject receives either role
E (expert) or P (proponent). P accesses only the
paper’s title, whereas E accesses the abstract and
introduction sections of the scientific paper. We
limit the paper content to the abstract and introduc-
tion sections because these two sections present the
gist of the paper sufficiently to sustain a dialogue.
P and E discuss the content of a scientific pa-

per from both factual and argumentative aspects
according to the intent set we defined for scientific
argumentative dialogues. In particular, to collect
EXP interactions, we instruct P to use the title to
start the conversation by asking for factual informa-
tion about the title. E answers the question using
the content of given sections of the paper. Since E’s
answers should be grounded in the content of the
scientific paper, we ask E to select up to two text
spans from the paper that are used in generating
the answer. Consistent with terminology used by
Reddy et al. (2019), we refer to these text spans as
the rationale. We emphasize that a rationale does
not imply any argumentative function of the text
span (e.g., a rationale can be a claim like R5 in Fig-
ure 1). Rationales help human subjects to ground
their sentences in scientific content of a paper to
conduct high-quality dialogues.

Aiming to a human-like dialogue (Reddy et al.,
2019), P and E to write down their message (which
could be a question or an answer) in free-form
textual sentences. A pair of a P’s and an E’s mes-
sages constitutes a dialogue turn. An E’s message
and selected rationales are displayed to P to initi-
ate the next dialogue turn. P and E argue about

factual information in prior dialogue turns. The
explored factual information should be easier to un-
derstand through argumentation. Following Reddy
et al. (2019), to limit the occurrences of unanswer-
able questions, E can switch topic using the paper’s
content.

3.3 Dialogue Collection Tool

To collect scientific argumentative dialogues on sci-
entific papers, we focus on the NLP domain. This
domain includes many interdisciplinary scientific
papers, and also lays down a common background
between our human subjects. For each dialogue we
ask two human subjects who are experts in NLP to
synchronously chat about factual and argumenta-
tive content of an NLP paper.

A key challenge in implementing our data col-
lection methodology is to optimize this process for
scientists. The conventional crowdsourcing frame-
works (e.g., AMT and Upwork) lack three main
features regarding dialogue collection in the sci-
entific domain: (1) flexibility in scientific paper
selection, (2) time slots scheduling, and (3) syn-
chronous participation. To meet these requirements
and incentivize scientists’ participation, we intro-
duce an implementation for our dialogue collection
methodology. We develop a new unified web-based
tool, letting human subjects register, suggest papers
for dialogue collection, share their availability for
conducting a synchronous dialogue, and chat in a
written format about an NLP paper. While subjects
sign up in our tool, they confirm a consent which
authorizes the usage of their dialogues and papers
for any sort of research purposes. We define the
consent form by following GDPR2 and the ethics
guidelines for trustworthy AI3.

To encourage subjects to participate in a dia-
logue, we let them select a few scientific papers
from an automatically retrieved list of their recent
publications. This idea relieves subjects’ burden
in reading the selected paper since they are the au-
thor of those papers. Moreover, from the subjects’
perspective, participating in a dialogue about their
publications is an informal advertisement for their
research. To align the subjects with each other
time-wise, we ask subjects with role E to announce
multiple time slots in which they are available for
presenting their selected scientific paper in our tool.

2https://gdpr.eu/tag/gdpr/
3https://op.europa.eu/en/

publication-detail/-/publication/
d3988569-0434-11ea-8c1f-01aa75ed71a1
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To incentivize subjects with role P to ask scientifi-
cally deep questions and not just generic remarks,
we let them choose time slots based on their time
schedule and also the titles of papers associated
with the slots. Appendix A reports implementation
details of the tool and screenshots of its interfaces.

3.4 ArgSciChat Dataset

We used our tool to collect scientific argumentative
dialogues for the ArgSciChat dataset. We invited
31 senior and junior scientists in NLP from two
large NLP groups in Europe to participate in our
dialogue collection study as human subjects. 23 of
the invited scientists (74.2%) accepted our invita-
tion and participated in at least one dialogue using
our tool.

We collected 41 dialogues on 20 NLP papers,
consisting of 498 messages. Each message is an
a text generated by dialogue partners during a dia-
logue. We present these dialogues and their corre-
sponding papers as the ArgSciChat dataset.

4 Experiments

We collected a set of argumentative dialogues on
NLP papers. We design a set of experiments to as-
sess if the collected dialogues reflect the properties
of scientific argumentative dialogues, and then eval-
uate the difficulty of our dataset for an advanced
dialogue agent.

4.1 Comparison with Similar Datasets

To put the ArgSciChat dataset in the context
of discussed literature (Section 2), we compare
it with its most similar conversational datasets.
These datasets are CoQA (Reddy et al., 2019),
QuAC (Choi et al., 2018), and Doc2Dial (Feng
et al., 2020). It is worth noting that there ex-
ist a few QA datasets on scientific papers like
QASPER (Dasigi et al., 2021). However, the lack
of dialogical properties of these datasets forbids
making a fair comparison with our dataset. For this
reason, we only consider popular conversational
datasets for comparison. They include text-based
questions and answers about factual information
from texts in generic domains. Therefore, this ex-
periment reveals the similarities and differences
between dialogues in a specialized domain (i.e.,
NLP) and those in generic domains.

In particular, we focus on the linguistic proper-
ties of dialogues. We measure the dialogue length
with the number of dialogue turns. As an estimate

for the dataset size, we use the number of dialogues
in each dataset. For the CoQA and QuAC dataset,
each set of questions and answers collected for a
text is considered as one dialogue. Finally, we com-
pute the message lengths in terms of the number of
multi-sentence messages (MSM) and the average
number of tokens in messages.

4.2 Analyzing Dialogues of ArgSciChat
To obtain a deep understanding of the dialogues in
ArgSciChat, we analyze dialogues in this dataset
from three perspectives.

• First, we assess the diversity of dialogues col-
lected for a paper. In particular, limiting paper
content may lead to similar dialogues on the
same paper. To ascertain such a possibility, we
experiment with a form of semantic diversity
to evaluate the following dialogue dynamics:
the percentage of P messages, E answers, and
selected rationales that are semantically dif-
ferent.

• Second, we evaluate the properties of selected
rationales, such as how they are used in dia-
logues and from which portion of papers they
are chosen.

• Third, we measure to what extent the dia-
logues are exploratory and argumentative. In
particular, we carry out an annotation study to
label dialogue sentences with EXP and ARG
intents and evaluate the distribution of these
intent labels.

4.3 Using ArgSciChat to Evaluate Dialogue
Agents

To assess the difficulty of ArgSciChat for recent
dialogue agents, we synthesize a dialogue agent
to take the role E. Consequently, we define two
evaluation tasks for this agent:

• Rationale selection: For this task, the agent
should select up to two sentences from a given
scientific paper as rationales;

• Answer generation: For this task, the agent
generates a free-form text to generate an an-
swer to a P’s question.

We use the LED agent (Beltagy et al., 2020) to
conduct this experiment. According to Dasigi et al.
(2021), LED achieves the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance for these two tasks on scientific papers in
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QASPER, which is a scientific QA dataset. LED is
based on Longformer architecture and pre-trained
to answer questions about the content of a long
text in a generic topic (i.e., Wikipedia). We com-
pare the following LED configurations: LED(Q,
P), LED(Q, P, H), and LED(Q, R). We use the
term Q (query) to refer to a question expressed by a
proponent. P refers to the content of an NLP paper.
H (history) shows a sequence of tokens, including
all messages exchanged before Q. R (rationales)
is a sequence of tokens including all rationales
selected by human subjects to generate reference
answers. For the sake of fair comparisons, we set
all training settings identical to those reported by
Dasigi et al. (2021). For reproducibility, we re-
port the values of all hyper-parameters used to train
LED in Appendix C.

Because of the small number of data points, we
carry out a five-fold cross-validation routine for
this experiment. We create fold splits such that all
dialogues about the same scientific paper are in the
same split. We report the number of dialogue turns
as data samples used in the training, validation, and
test sets of each fold in Appendix C. For evalu-
ation metrics, similar to Dasigi et al. (2021), for
rationale selection, we compute the F1 score over
candidate sentences in a scientific paper against
the reference rationales. We denote this metric as
Rationale-F1. For answer generation, we use the
token-level F1 score introduced in SQUAD (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2016). This metric is computed over
individual words between the generated answer and
the reference message. We denote this metric as
Message-F1. Moreover, we leverage advanced eval-
uation metrics, i.e., BERTScore (BScore) (Zhang
et al., 2020) and MoverScore (Mover) (Zhao et al.,
2019), for text generation. These metrics that have
been shown to correlate with human evaluation.

As a baseline for rationale selection, we use a
retrieval-based method. This method computes the
cosine-similarity score between representations of
a query Q and representations of each sentence in
a paper. We use TF-IDF with default parameters in
Scikit-learn and S-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019) to obtain the vector representations. We rank
the sentences concerning their similarity scores
with the query and select the top-two sentences as
the rationales. As another strong baseline, we ask
three NLP experts, who are different from those
participated in dialogue collection, to extract ratio-
nales for a given query.

Dataset Avg.
Turns % MSM Avg.

Length # Dial.

CoQA 15.5 0.2% 4.7 8k
QuAC 7.3 4.0% 11.4 13.5k
Doc2Dial 6.4 17.8% 16.3 4.8k
ArgSciChat 6.3 50.8% 38.2 41

Table 2: Avg. Turns shows the average number of
turns per dialogue. % MSM depicts the percentage
of multi-sentence message in a dataset. Avg. Length
indicates the average number of tokens per message. #
Dial. indicates the number of dialogues. Rationales are
not considered as being part of answers.

5 Results

5.1 Comparison with Similar Datasets

Table 2 reports the characteristics of dialogues in
the compared datasets. In terms of the average num-
ber of dialogue turns, ArgSciChat is comparable
with QuAC and Doc2Dial. Compared with CoQA,
dialogues in ArgSciChat contain fewer dialogue
turns. This is because in the limited time slots, hu-
man subjects in our study should read the content
of a paper, think about the scientific argumentation
and write the answers in their own words. However,
in CoQA questions are short in length and answers
are named entities selected from a WiKi text, which
is easier-to-grasp than a scientific text. The inter-
actions in ArgSciChat are beyond text spans and
consist of free-form textual sentences. In particular,
ArgSciChat contains a higher percentage (50%) of
multi-sentence messages than the other datasets.
This observation is also confirmed by the average
message length, which shows the single-sentence
messages also have higher length than messages in
the other datasets.

In terms of the dataset size (# Dial.), ArgSciChat
contains fewer dialogues than the other datasets.
The limited number of dialogues in our dataset is
symptomatic of expert domains, where the data col-
lection process is subject to tight requirements like
matching scientists’ schedules. Unlike our dataset,
the compared datasets do not include human-like
dialogues. These datasets include contextual-
ized question-answering interactions grounded in
generic documents. Since no expert knowledge is
required to explore such texts, dialogues take place
between crowd contributors in these datasets. Con-
versely, dialogues in ArgSciChat are conducted by
experts in NLP as a scientific domain.
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5.2 Analyzing Dialogues of ArgSciChat
Dialogue Diversity. On average ArgSciChat con-
tains two dialogues for each NLP paper. We study
to what extent the messages (which could be ques-
tions or answers) exchanged in these dialogues are
semantically diverse. To do so, we group mes-
sages in dialogues grounded in one paper into three
categories: G1: semantically similar P messages;
G2: E messages associated with P messages in G1;
and G3: E messages and their corresponding ratio-
nales. For each group, we compute the semantic
diversity between any pair of messages, using the
cosine distance between the sentence representa-
tions obtained with S-BERT4. If the cosine distance
between the representations of the messages in a
pair is below a threshold, we consider the messages
to be semantically diverse. We empirically found
that a threshold value of 0.5 is sufficient for the
purpose of this experiment. We report qualitatively
similar results obtained with different thresholds
and different embedding models in Appendix B.

We compute the average percentage of seman-
tically diverse pairs in each group over all papers
with multiple dialogues. About 90% of messages in
group G1, 63% in group G2, and 43% in group G3
are semantically diverse. These results suggest that
our dialogue formulation yields diverse dialogues
even on identical papers. This property of ArgSci-
Chat is important when its dialogues are used to
evaluate dialogue agents (Reddy et al., 2019).

Rationales Distribution. Up to two rationales
are used as groundings for answers generated by
E. Table 3 shows that about 61.1% (129 out of
211) of these answers are grounded in one ratio-
nale and 38.9% (82 out of 211) on two rationales.
These statistics show that a considerable portion
of questions in ArgSciChat are difficult and need
more than one rationales to be answered. For the
two-rationales answers, the average sentence-based
distance between the rationales in the scientific pa-
per is 5.8. This observation indicates that the ra-
tionales in the two-rationales answers are almost
in a local context, e.g., a paragraph. This makes
sense because nearby sentences in a scientific pa-
per are about a similar topic. Table 3 shows that
a large portion (61%) of all the rationales are se-
lected from the introduction section. This shows
that both abstract and introduction were used by hu-
man subjects, and importantly most questions are

4We use all-mpnet-base-v2 as the current best per-
forming model for sentence representation.

Property Value

1-Rationale answers 61.1 %
2-Rationale answers 38.9 %
Avg. sentence distance between rationales 5.8

Rationales from abstract 38.6 %
Rationales from introduction 61.4 %

Table 3: Studied statistics of rationales.
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Figure 2: The distribution of rationales over sentences
of the introduction section.

scientifically deep such that abstract is not enough
to answer them.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of rationales over
sentences in the introduction section in a sentence-
level view. In such a view, we compute the rationale
distribution by normalizing each sentence position
concerning the total number of sentences in the in-
troduction section. Rationales are mostly from the
middle (35%-55%) and last (70%-100%) sentences
of the introduction sections. The middle part of the
introduction sections describes the research method
used in the corresponding scientific paper. The last
part reports experiments and findings. We conclude
that dialogues explore the scientific contributions
of a scientific paper from different scientific views.

EXP and ARG Intents. To study to what degree
the dialogues are exploratory and argumentative,
we instruct four NLP experts to annotate all the
sentences from ArgSciChat dialogues. We remark
that these experts are not from those that partici-
pated in our dialogue collection study. Each expert
annotates 25% of ArgSciChat sentences. As in-
struction, we give them our intent definitions and
their example sentences (Table 1 from Section 3).
The average Fleiss’ Kappa (Fleiss, 1971) is 0.89,
and the Krippendorf’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2019)
is 0.83, showing that the quality of annotations is
high enough to be used in our analysis of the EXP
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Role AI ST GI GO AO EXP ARG

P 63.3 1.2 7.6 21.9 6.1 72.0 28.0
E 1.0 7.6 72.7 11.8 6.9 81.3 18.7

Total 29.5 4.7 42.9 16.4 6.5 77.1 22.9

Table 4: The frequency (%) of intents from each dia-
logue role. “Total” is the total frequency of each intent.

Model Rationale-F1 Message-F1 BScore Mover

TF-IDF 16.22 - - -
S-BERT 13.65 - - -

LED(Q,P) 10.58 14.25 85.85 2.25
LED(Q,P,H) 8.50 16.14 86.00 4.54
LED(Q,R) - 19.54 86.64 8.53

Human 51.26 - - -

Table 5: LED’s scores for rationale selection
(Rationale-F1) and response generation (Message-F1,
BScore, and Mover).

and ARG intents of dialogues in ArgSciChat.
Table 4 reports the frequency of each intent label

on all the sentences expressed by P and E from all
dialogues in ArgSciChat. P is more inclined to ask
questions (AI), whereas E reports about rationales
from paper content (GI). This is compatible with
our definitions for these roles, showing that our
dialogue formulation was comprehensive for the
expert subjects to follow. P expresses an opinion
(GO) more often than E by 10%. Both P and E ask
for opinion (AO) with a similar frequency (≈6%).
E switches the topic of conversation (ST) more
frequently than P by about 6%, which is because E
has access to more content of the scientific papers
than P. According to our formulation, E should
drive the conversation to prevent any dead end.

By grouping intent labels according to their cor-
responding intent categories (the EXP and ARG
columns in Table 4), we observe that ARG intents
represent nearly 23% of all the sentences. In com-
parison, EXP intents represent about 77% of inter-
actions. These results support the correctness of
our dialogue collection methodology in achieving
the goal of collecting dialogues that demonstrate
EXP and ARG dialogues in a scientific domain.

5.3 Using ArgSciChat to Evaluate Dialogue
Agents

Table 5 shows the results for both rationale se-
lection and answer generation tasks (Section 4).
For rationale selection, the performance of LED
in terms of Rationale-F1 is lower than the baseline

Query
Sounds promising! So how well do the models perform?

LED(Q,P):
We use a neural network to train the neural network to
generate neural networks.

LED(Q,P,H):
We use a generic, KB-agnostic annotation approach.

LED(Q,R):
They use their models to improve annotation speed. What
do you think about this?

Reference answer:
Using these in a user study, we measured an annotation
time improvement of up 35%. Do you think this is useful?

Reference rationale:
We show that statistical machine learning models can be
used in an interactive entity linking setting to improve
annotation speed by over 35%.

Table 6: A case study of the response generated by the
LED agent when trained on the ArgSciChat dataset.

retrieval-based methods and far from human scores.
This confirms the difficulty of ArgSciChat for the
rationale selection task, which could happen be-
cause of the small number of data samples. This
motivates further research in developing few-shot
learning methods for training conversational agents
in specialized domains.

For response generation, in terms of the
Message-F1 metric, LED(Q, P) achieves a 14.25%
token-level F1 score, followed by the LED(Q,P,H)
with a 16.14% score. LED(Q,P,H) outperforms
LED(Q,P), suggesting that prior exchanged mes-
sages in a dialogue can be beneficial in generating
a response to an input query. This also shows that
dialogues in our dataset are beyond a sequence of
unrelated dialogue turns. LED(Q,R) outperforms
LED(Q,P) and LED(Q,P,H) by at least three token-
level F1 points. We observe a similar trend for
BScore and Mover, confirming the importance of
rationales for generating human-like answers.

As a case study, we analyze responses LED gen-
erates for a query given different inputs. Table 6
shows the query, the responses generated by the
examined configurations of LED, the response gen-
erated by E, and the rationales selected by E in a
dialogue. LED(Q,R) identifies Q’s intent, which
aims to ask for information about “the speed im-
provement of the annotation study”. The model
generates a response with both EXP and ARG in-
tents. The first sentence in the LED(Q,R)’s re-
sponse has EXP intent as it provides an informative
response. The second sentence involves argumen-
tation by asking for P’s opinion, heading towards
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an argumentative dialogue. Although a few train-
ing examples are given, they seem to be curated to
grasp the scientific argument generation.

6 Conclusions

We propose a scientific argumentative dialogue
dataset in the NLP scientific domain. In our dataset,
dialogue sentences are in free-form English texts,
written by NLP experts, and annotated with intent
labels encoding the exploratory and argumentative
intents of scientific argumentation. To collect this
dataset, we define a new methodology, letting sci-
entists introduce their scientific papers, choose the
topic and the time of dialogues based on their pref-
erences. In addition to in-depth analysis of our
datasets, we report it as challenge for a strong dia-
logue agent. As shown in our experiments, even a
small-sized but high-quality dataset contributes to
developing dialogue agents in specialized domains.

Ethics Statement

We ask experts to read and confirm a consent con-
cerning data privacy and informed consent before
signing up for our tool. In the form, we explicitly
state the aim of the study and the later use of col-
lected data. We provide detailed information to the
subjects about the personal data information we
require for participation and its temporary usage
throughout the study. Subjects can request data
deletion at any given step of the study. All subjects
who agree to sign-up also consent to participate in
the study.

Limitations

ArgSciChat is the result of a pilot study concern-
ing 31 invited NLP experts. In particular, ArgSci-
Chat contains dialogues about 20 scientific papers
regarding a few NLP topics. Thus, dialogues in
ArgSciChat are only a small sample of the set of
possible dialogues grounded in scientific papers. In
particular, several design choices have been con-
sidered in our data collection methodology: (a) the
topic of a paper; (b) the common background of
invited NLP experts; (c) the available content of a
paper during a dialogue; and (d) the dialogue set-
ting (e.g., in our implementation, dialogues had a
time limit which restricted the number of interac-
tions between subjects). We chose the NLP domain
in our study since we (the authors) have expertise
in this domain. This choice also facilitated the def-

inition of a pool of NLP experts to participate in
our study through our research network.

Furthermore, dialogues in ArgSciChat are
grounded in scientific papers. In particular, we
limit the paper’s content to the abstract and intro-
duction sections. This choice reduces subjects’
effort to act as E, while also providing enough
information to sustain a dialogue. Thus, we do
not collect dialogues between subjects concerning
other sections of a paper.
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A Dialogue Collection Tool
Supplementary

We provide details about our implementation of the
described data collection methodology below. We
define a time deadline for each step to ease subjects’
synchronization along the data collection process.

We require subjects to provide the following con-
tact information: full name and email address. We
also need subjects to provide their Google Scholar
profiles regarding paper selection. If no Google
Scholar profile is available, subjects can still sign-
up by manually submitting hyperlinks to the PDF
files of papers about which they have enough exper-
tise. The automatic paper retrieval step reports the
top five subjects’ most recent papers listed in their
Google Scholar profile. Subjects are then asked to
select two of them to participate in the study.

We consider time slots of one hour in length.
Upon sign-up, summary information about selected
papers and time slots is provided to human subjects.
In particular, subjects can add the selected time
slots to their calendar to ensure participation.

Once the sign-up deadline has been met, our im-
plementation automatically notifies subjects about
the next phase via email. Additionally, a unique pri-
vate authentication code is assigned and provided
to each participant. The authentication code is used
to identify subjects during the study while ensuring
anonymity. We split each E time slot into three
time slots of 20 minutes duration. Subjects are re-
quired to book four distinct time slots, each one
regarding a different paper. Upon submission, sum-
mary information is provided to subjects regarding
their final schedule concerning both roles.

Once the previous step time deadline has been
met, our implementation automatically notifies sub-
jects about their final schedule. By doing so, sub-
jects have exact information about which time slots
they have to join. Our implementation also sup-
ports an automatic notification system that ensures
subjects join each time slot on time. Lastly, during
a dialogue, we do not enforce any explicit intent
on participants’ dialogue turns to avoid potential
biases in collected data.

Why Synchronous Dialogues? Given subjects’
required level of expertise and to ensure natural-
ness during dialogue collection, we opted for syn-
chronous dialogues. Indeed, such a choice intro-
duces tight requirements about subjects’ availabil-
ity and corresponding attributable effort. However,

asynchronous dialogues can also have potential
drawbacks, such as an extended data collection pe-
riod. Additionally, in an asynchronous dialogue,
dialogue properties like the partial observability of
P can be quickly overcome due to the absence of
a time limit. Conversely, short synchronous dia-
logues encourage both subjects to maximize the
exchanged information flow in the same way as a
natural goal-oriented conversation.

Data Collection Interfaces We developed role-
specific collection interfaces based on the Mephisto
library5. Upon connection of both subjects for a di-
alogue, the corresponding paper content is loaded,
and dialogue roles are attributed to each subject. To
avoid a E message without rationales, the system
notifies when no rationales have been highlighted
upon a message sent. Additionally, a hint system
encourages both subjects to suggest discussing pre-
vious dialogue turns, encouraging argumentative
messages. Figure 3 reports the data collection in-
terfaces for P and E.

B Dialogue Diversity Supplementary

Table 7 shows the diversity scores for each group
of messages across different diversity threshold val-
ues and sentence transformer models. In particular,
we consider one of the best performing general-
purpose sentence transformers (all-mpnet-base-v2)
and the sentence transformer versions of PubMed-
BERT finetuned on SciFact (S-PubMedBert-MS-
MARCO-SCIFACT) and SciBERT (S-Scibert-snli-
multinli-stsb). We observe similar trends concern-
ing semantic diversity across groups in all em-
ployed models, highlighting the quality of collected
data.

C Using ArgSciChat to Evaluate
Dialogue Agents Supplementary

In this section, we report additional details regard-
ing our experimental setup and the described tasks.

Setup As in Dasigi et al. (2021), multiple inputs
are concatenated together with a special separation
token. In our experimental setup, inputs are con-
catenated based on the following order: (i) query
(Q); (ii) dialogue history (H); (iii) scientific paper
(P). We set the LED global attention mask to take
into account each individual input as in (Dasigi
et al., 2021). In contrast to (Dasigi et al., 2021), the

5https://github.com/facebookresearch/
Mephisto
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Data collection interfaces for (a) P and (b) E. On the right side, the title, abstract and introduction sections
of the paper are reported for E. Conversely, P’s view is solely restricted to the paper title.

lack of LaTeX source files forbids the automatic
retrieval of paper section paragraphs. Instead, we
work at the sentence level. The average training
time is ∼40− 60 seconds per epoch depending on
the given input combination. Experiments are con-
ducted on a NVidia GeForce 2080ti 11 GB. Lastly,
Table 8 shows fold splits statistics.

Model Configuration Table 9 reports the main
hyper-parameters of the LED model. As in
(Dasigi et al., 2021), we employ the HuggingFace
model allenai/led-base-16384. Because
we only use the abstract and introduction sections
of a scientific paper, we re-scale the attention win-
dow size hyper-parameter according to our max-

imum document length. Note that the selected
hyper-parameter value is the same percentage of
the maximum document length as in (Dasigi et al.,
2021).
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Group 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

S-BERT

G1 0.77 0.87 0.92 0.96 0.98
G2 0.43 0.48 0.63 0.73 0.68
G3 0.18 0.28 0.43 0.60 0.81

SciFact

G1 0.61 0.82 0.90 0.95 0.97
G2 0.41 0.53 0.63 0.73 0.79
G3 0.11 0.21 0.35 0.49 0.70

SciBERT

G1 0.37 0.67 0.86 0.93 0.97
G2 0.48 0.68 0.75 0.82 0.90
G3 0.10 0.20 0.36 0.56 0.77

Table 7: Average topical diversity on dialogues on iden-
tical papers. The numbers in the header of columns
represent threshold values.

Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3 Fold 4 Fold 5

Train 199 200 183 212 207
Validation 27 14 39 27 22
Test 23 35 27 10 20

Table 8: The number of dialogue turns in each fold for
training and evaluating LED agent on our dataset.

Hyperparameter Value

Attention dropout 0.1
Attention window size 700
Optimizer Adam
Learning rate 5 · 10−5

Patience 20

Table 9: The LED model hyper-parameters.
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